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Covers aspects of many cultures, from religious beliefs and raising children 
to economic and political behavior. Cultures range from ethnic groups in 
Africa, Asia, and Oceania, to indigenous and immigrant groups in North 
and South America, with more cultures added each spring. Contains full 
text books, articles and dissertations indexed on the paragraph level. Can 
search at the document or paragraph level.  

 

Access: Alliant students, faculty, and staff (on or off campus) 

From the Alliant Libraries home page, click on Research Databases then eHRAF.  
Remote users will be prompted for his/her user name (full name) and 14-digit library 
barcode.   If you don’t have a barcode please bring your ID card to the Circulation Desk 
so you can be added to the system. If you have problems accessing the databases 
check the FAQ pages first, and then call your home library. 

Set up search:  

• Browse Cultures. (Default). Click on Browse Cultures to find full documents on 
individual cultures. Can browse alphabetically or by region. Write down the code 
beside the culture's name for searching purposes.  

• Browse Subjects. Click on Browse and then Browse Subjects (on the left-hand 
side) or Subjects and then Subject Categories to find the OCM subject codes that 
let you search for specific topics on the paragraph level. (Subject Categories 
include behavior processes and personality-150, finance-450, and education-
870.) Click on the subject code to learn more about the term. Write down the 
number to use in your search.  

Performing the search: 

Click on Search tab. Can use any of the following fields:  

• OCM Subject Codes. Can add codes manually or add from the list by clicking on 
the first Add. The subject code list will pop up. Click on the Add in front of the 
desired code. (Click on Note after code for description and "see also's".  

• Exact word or phrase. This searches for the exact phrase in paragraphs or titles. 
Can use AND, OR, or NOT from the pull-down button. Do not search for a 
culture, or region, use the browse culture function.  



• Search by Title. In the Exact Word or Phrase section, go to "Match 
words/phrases within" and use pull-down button to change to Title. When 
searching by title, use broader terms than when search paragraphs.  

• Culture. Default is All Cultures. Use pulldown menu to choose culture. To select 
more than one culture, use either Shift+arrows on keyboard, CTRL+click or 
Command+click, depending on your system.  

Search Tips:  

• Use asterisks (*) to broaden search. 
For example, myth* searches for myth, myths, mythologies.  

• Use synonyms. Use words with similar meanings and join with the OR command.  

Viewing Results: 

• Browsing by Culture retrieves description, table of contents of articles on the 
culture, and cultural summary with information which can include ethnonyms, 
location, history, economy, kinship, and politics.  

• Clicking on an article retrieves the citation and abstract on the right-hand side 
and links to the sections of the article on the left.  

• Searching retrieves a list of cultures, grouped geographically, that match search 
limits. Click on desired culture. Top of screen gives number of matches. List 
includes document names in bold, section titles, and specific matches, which are 
the individual paragraphs. Click on title to read paragraphs in context.  

• Individual match. On the right, you will see links to the broader article, OCM 
codes, and the paragraph. Click on the OCM codes to get description of the 
codes. On the left is the article the paragraph came from.  

Download Options:  

There are no download or email options in the database. Use the download options 
from your Operating System (for example, Windows).  
This help sheet is only a brief guide. For more information, use the numerous help 
screens in the database. Also, there are User Guides and teaching helps.  
 


